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OUR SERVISES DESCRIPTION 
 

DRESSAGE: 

We install computers in judge’s cabins for dressage. Assistant of judge will enter points into computer, and they 

are transmitted into central computer in scoring office operated by Philippe Lienart (our college). He cross check 

data with paper records and presents the results. In cabin will be three people – judge, assistant for paper work and 

assistant for computer. 

What we provide: 

 5x PC into judge´s cabins to input judge´s points in real time 

 1x PC for database 

 1 x PC for Speaker 

 network into judge’s cabins 

 results will be displayed on the big screen 

What we need: 

 5x volunteers/assistants to input penalties from judges. We need to speak with them one day before 

competition for short lecture - to show them software and explain how to do it.  

 Judge´s cabins prepared one day before competition. Than we can install everything without stress and 

time pressure.  

 Electricity near dressage arena (we connect all cabins together with electricity cables). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MARATHON: 
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We provide LIVE RESULTS from obstacles (the same like example from Topolcianky or IZSAK). In every

obstacle is timing device connected by radio to central computer, where are data collected and processed. Results 

will be presented immediately after carriage leaving the obstacle. 

  

What we provide: 

 for 8x obstacle we provide display board with the name of the driver and running time, Timing device, 

photocell, Network transmitting for live results and displayboard 

 for sections: timing device with photocell for finish in every section  

 display board with running time in start and finish  

 2 x PC with results for chef equips 

  

What we need: 

 8x volunteers – one day before competition for one hour lecture. We will explain them how to operate the 

device. Our technician will support them. Volunteers - timekeepers will care for timing devices. Our 

technical support will check obstacles and in a case of technical problem they will solve it. In every 

obstacle we need to have some tent with one table. 

 Table and chair for time keepers. 

 Tent which needs to be installed one day before marathon. We would like to decide where to place the tent 

because of position of display boards and data logistic. Contact as with possibility of locations. 

  

CONES: 

What we provide: 

 1x display board- 2 lines displaying name of the driver, running Time, penalties 

 main timing device, 2 x photocell, back up timing device  

 

 

Pictures how it looks like you can find in our prospect: 

 

http://www.videocom.sk/videocom/data/informacie/SportTiming_horses_en.pdf 
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SCORING RESULTS: 

 

We can provide scoring as well. By scoring results we cooperate with mr. LIENART and his software. Please 

contact us if you want to secure also scoring. 

 

GENERAL: 

What we provide: 

 3x 37" LED LCD TV - one for Spectators tribune, one for warm up arena, one into VIP tent (or wherever 

you want, depend on your decision) 

 PC with additional LCD for the speakers 

 PC server for keeping databases from Dressage and Marathon 

 Additional PCs for processing results, back up input ... 

 printer for results 

 

What we need: 

 accommodation and food covering for 5 our stuff during whole competition (we are coming in the evening 

before competition) 

 if you will need a service from mr. Lienart (scoring results), we will need projector 

 tent for TV for warm up arena (Chefs equip PCs will be there for marathon also) 

 if you are planning to have a big screen, please contact us about  specifications for input 

 detail map of the area because we need to know position for the scoring office, speaker, judges tower etc.  

 speaker´s place needs to have place for at least 5 people with tables and chairs 

 scoring office with enough tables, internet connection in scoring office, stable electricity source 

 video screen operator need to be close to us, or provide cable to connect our PC 

 another storage room, with electricity inside. This doesn’t need to be close to the scoring office (we don’t 

need to have a source of electricity in area if you cannot ensure it). 

OTHER: 
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Radios are not included in the price. If you would like to have radios, please contact us. Depending on competition 

days we can give you some discount. Prices will be include service as charging, replacing, batteries etc. 

 

TERMS: 

We are responsible for timing and presenting results on TV circuits in mentioned areas. For results processing is 

responsible Phillipe Lienart. All results will be processed with his software. 

If we will fix the price, we will send to you invoice, which is necessary to pay before the event.  

 

Please contact us if something is not clean. 
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